Greetings Comrades, Friends, Enemies and Waverers.....yet another dose of subversion coming up.

This week at Uni-High is a very important one for student radicals.....we (and others) are calling it "Vietnam Week". During this week we want ALL students who oppose U.S. and Australian aggression in Vietnam to demonstrate these views in all ways possible. Further on in this edition of U.U. we will be making suggestions as to how to do this. Meanwhile, read on to see WHY this particular week has been chosen as "Vietnam Week".

THREE CHEERS FOR USELESS DEATH....MASSACRE IS GLORIOUS.

On Friday this week we have a holiday in celebration of our noble and glorious role in World War 1. A great government sponsored Anzac March is held and we are all supposed to feel very proud of Australia and her "freedom loving" role in world "affaire". At school, the day before, we have a compulsory assembly in which we sing emotional songs about the thousands of glorious deaths in the defeat of Gallipoli. All in all we have a very nice time thinking complacently about how lovely it is to belong to such a good nation, such an unselshless and heroic nation. However, when we look at the nature of world war 1, are we right in remaining so proud? Was this war a war in which we fought for freedom?

In our opinion the answer is "NO!". As far as we are concerned this war was a totally inhumane war of plunder and destruction with no humanitarian overtones whatsoever. It was a war between empires, a war in which the ordinary people were exploited in a clash between two dying empires. Neither side was right, both sides were wrong. In essentials it was a war brought about by the nature of capitalism which rests upon greed and cannot survive without economic empires sucking wealth and raw materials from one country to another. In a frantic effort to survive the British empire found itself in conflict with German attempts at Imperial expansion and eventually war broke out under the guise of diplomatic squabbles and insults. We, as an integral part of the British Empire, jumped right in shouting slogans about "freedom" "duty" etc (sound familiar). As a result of this, millions of young men died for the illusion that they were fighting for a freer and better world. Lestn'said of this war "The war of 1914-1918 was imperialist (that is, an annexationist, predatory, plunderous war) on the part of both sides; it was a war for the division of the world, for the partition and repartition of colonies, spheres of influence of finance capital."

LEST WE FORGET.....BEST WE FORGET.......

We too say "lest we forget" but we mean something quite different from the normal usage. The first world war was a tragedy for the ordinary people of the world, it was a heinous massacre brought about by the greed of a small minority of ruthless capitalists. It caused millions of the world's people to die for a cruel illusion instilled in their minds through continued overkill....
ceaseless indoctrination from mass media and governments. We do not say "lest we forget" because we are grateful to those people who died in the first world war...we are NOT...we are simply SORRY. What we do not want to forget is the deception of people in this war...we want everyone to be aware of this...we want people to stand up against this sort of thing WHICH IS STILL GOING ON TODAY. We MUST not forget the evil and ruthlessness of capitalist society...in fact we should realise that it is still deceiving people on a MASS scale just as it was during the first world war...and this is why this week has been chosen as "Vietnam Week". We oppose all Anzac celebrations as lies and deception...instead we support the propagation of the TRUTH about U.S. IMPERIALISM in Vietnam, which we feel is another example of a capitalist empire sucking life and wealth out of ordinary people. We want people to realise that with the death of the British empire imperialism did NOT vanish...the U.S. took over, and under the guise of freedom and anti-Communism set up military bases in every conceivable place in the world, used its C.I.A. to quietly overthrow many anti-American governments...e.g. Indonesia (1964) Greece (1968) etc...started aggressive wars in Korea, Vietnam, Laos,.........actively supported Chiang-Kai Shek's fascist government in Taiwan...sent spy planes all over the world...used napalm and poison gas in Vietnam...destroyed every town in North Vietnam (except Hanoi)...etc etc ad nauseam because we recognise Vietnam as the most blatant example of U.S. imperialism and deception of the people we urge all U.H.S. students to support "Vietnam Week" and to attend a meeting in the c.a.f. on Thursday at 12.45 pm to demonstrate their opposition to the war.

SEVERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN VIETNAM WEEK.

(Before putting its suggestions U.U. would like to point out that though its campaign during Vietnam Week will be around the issue of active support for the N.L.F. this will not be the general orientation of the whole week...all people with objections to American aggression in Vietnam are expected to take part...we expect a united front with all the different types of objection expressed.)

OUR SUGGESTION....support the N.L.F. the organisation which has rallied the people of Vietnam to fight a war of national liberation against the greater military power of all time. AND IS WINNING. This is what we of U.U. regard as REAL PEOPLE'S HEROISM!

N.L.F. STICKERS!

Today we are giving away free N.L.F. stickers. Each one is stuck on precariously by one corner -just tear it off, lick it, and stick it on some convenient wall in the school.

By plastering the school with them we will be making a small protest against the American vandals who have destroyed every major town in North Vietnam (apart from Hanoi), who organise continuous bombing raids, make great use of napalm personnel bombs (bombs directed specifically at people rather than at buildings and factories), drop tons of napalm employ poisonous chemical gases etc. etc. ad nauseum. Let us respond to the genocidal war in Vietnam, the vandalism against people, by committing some insignificant acts of vandalism against U.H.S., a school which is an integral part of a rotten society and deserves to be destroyed and rebuilt anyway. Let us show these people around the school who support the Vietnam war that we are serious in our opposition to it and our support for the N.L.F. Let us show them that we are willing to take action.

We also encourage students to support those people who paint walls about Vietnam, John Zarb etc. etc. There is nothing remotely vandalistic about this, compared to the slaughter going on in Vietnam. Anyway we are ordinary people, we don't own newspapers.